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Report on Outputs and Methods 
Goal:  

To develop visibility and diversity and therefore access through popular mediums, from close 
theoretical readings, interviews, workshops, collaborations and artistic creations. The focus was on 
the intersection of race and sexuality – in this instance mixed-heritage/queer-identification. 

Outputs: 

The Album: The MixRace MixTape 

To digest the theoretical materials and provide an accessible format for the ideas I wrote 8 songs 
dealing with the notion of intersectionality with composer Peter Coyte. They contain intersections of 
colouredness and queerness, class and gender, feminism and afro-pessimism as well as 
psychonanalytic renditions and inversions of race fetishism.  

The hip hop figure is an artist I have created who performs rap, spoken word and song on the album. 
This figure of the hip-hop artist gives a space for certain kinds of affect unavailable to the cool, calm 
theorist. Here, rage, shame, anxiety and hope can be fully lived. It allows for a fantasy space that 
speaks more truth than fact. 

An online album provides a wide accessibility and link to the other research outputs. 

The album is performed live as part of the Performance Lecture – see below. 

The album is open source and available at: https://petercoyte.bandcamp.com/alb…/the-mixrace-
mixtape-ep… 

 

The Music Videos: Brother, The Pass 

Brother: As a visual representative of some of the themes of the album, I collaborated with two 
filmmakers, two coloured circus artists and three white circus artists. We discussed the gender roles 
that dominate the music video and how race usually works within that format. I then offered a series 
of fantasy scenarios to disrupt those scenarios. We worked in the studio to elaborate on those 
scenes and came together for a weekend to film them. 

The music video acts both as an advertisement for the album and a trailer for the short film. 

The Pass: a video featuring myself alone.  

The videos are open source and available at:  See Links. 

 

 

The Short Film: The Melancholy of Lost Movements 

The short film explores the themes of the album at greater length and uses various tracks from the 
album interwoven. It will be sent to queer, afro or dance film festivals and after these showings be 
made open source. There is also a possibility of gallery showings. 

 

https://petercoyte.bandcamp.com/album/the-mixrace-mixtape-ep?fbclid=IwAR373nB-tvaCj2XumfGGM72424W1kzOhuPUBmZeKgm5s4gptoeAhxgkod5Q
https://petercoyte.bandcamp.com/album/the-mixrace-mixtape-ep?fbclid=IwAR373nB-tvaCj2XumfGGM72424W1kzOhuPUBmZeKgm5s4gptoeAhxgkod5Q
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The Performance Lecture: The MixRace MixTape – the Intersectional Remix 

The lecture contains songs from the album, humorous anecdotes on everyday racism, casual 
homophobia, simple explanations of intersectionality, privilege, white fragility and straight, white 
male distress, video material and a circus act that attempts to “colour” and queer a predominantly 
white and heteronormative sector. To this date (2019-09-16) it has been performed at DOCH several 
times, The Subcase Nordic Fair, at the Roundhouse Spoken Word Festival and will tour to the UK, 
Estonia, Finland and be part of Stockholm’s CirkusMania Festival in 2020. 

 

The Book Proposal: The MixRace Memoir – a Professor at the Intersection 

The book takes its cue from recent works that blend memoir with theory – Maggie Nelson, Paul 
Preciado – as well as poetic works such as Claudia Rankin’s Citizen: An American Lyric. It attempts to 
unpick and then mix up the intersections of race, gender, class, sexuality and mental health in order 
to propose how art can help us work through rage, shame and anxiety into that most unlikely of 
revolutionary affects: joy. 

It is currently in the proposal stage – Introduction, 3 Chapters and a synopsis. 

It includes the poetry from the album as Appendices and an extensive Bibliography. 

It is intended for a general publication outside of the field of artistic research. 

 

The Essay: Mixed Race Methodologies/Staging Intersectionality: An aesthetics of action. 

These academic essays intended for the UNIARTS publication series X-position and LAMDA Nordica 
Journal of LGBTQ Studies identifiy the various methods used to explore an intersectional and 
interdisciplinary research topic. These include various forms of literature, theory, dance (see below), 
circus and video. A multiplicity of identities, it states, needs a multiplicity of forms but also needs a 
robust and flexible enough container for them to cohere within. The essays will form the theorectical 
backbone for a V.R. application in 2020. 

 

 

Writing Workshops: 

The ongoing process through the development project was literary – rap, spoken word, poetry, 
memoir. I measured the flips back and forth between poem and theory, memoir and hip-hop, poetry 
and the visual image. By doing this I constructed a focussing in on the micro and then zooming out to 
the macro. This resulted in a series of writing workshops for the Wednesday Seminars attended by 
Professors, Lecturers, PhDs and Masters students. It is now a cross artform 7,5 course managed by 
the Circus Department running this Fall with 13 students. 
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The Coloured Couch: 

Noticing how relatively little work had been done with race in my main field of study, psychoanalysis, 
I reformulated the principles laid out in my transdisciplinary PhD thesis. From Circus to Race. How to 
develop a form of talking about race within a therapeutic setting, and how to use Lacanian methods 
and concepts to bring more understanding to the artist of their own conflicting feelings. I did this 
because of casual conversation with coloured circus artists who had worked in Sweden. I then 
worked with two artists who themselves suggested themselves to me as first clients for this new 
approach. It was difficult and rewarding – so much hidden pain, so much internalised aggression that 
was unable to express itself, either socially or in art – in the context of UNIARTS, with one artist, and 
Stockholm with the other. This was an unexpected result of the development and one that will 
require a longer research investment. 

 

 

Workshops in Fierceness with Dance Pedagogues Year 1, BA, specialisation Jazz 

I began to question how well the Jazz Pedagogues knew the history of the dance.  Without 
confronting the delicate issue of appropriation head on and without invoking the shame or guilt of 
white privilege or fragility I decided to approach the subject from a gentler angle: voguing. I asked 
them where their fierceness came from – since the fierceness of Vogue comes from a very real need 
to feel seen, accepted and validated and to appear real. I was very clear that being a queer of colour 
(as many of the first voguers were) gave me a certain embodied etymology that came from a very 
specific history of shame and abuse. How and why do these young, white dancers Vogue? Or dance 
Jazz? These were very emotional and cathartic workshops for these young women and I return to 
work with them in the Fall. 

 

 

Towards a Non-Normative Circus, Course Plan 7,5 htps 

I drew up a course plan that sought to start a discussion about the normativity in circus and how, 
from various angles – disability, race, gender and sexuality – it could diversify itself so that it 
reflected the richness of the world we actually live in. We had a range of queer, coloured and 
disabled circus artists as lecturers. Only one person applied so we could not run the course. This is 
says something about the field of contemporary circus right now. The task is to continue to be 
proactive in making sure that we advertise the forthcoming MA programme (2020) in such a way that 
it reaches these communities. 
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The MixRace Memoir….. sample chapters. 

Chapter One. 

2016 

 

A single cloud scuds south across the porcelain bowl of expresso and melts into the northern 
rim. The sky is the bluest Stockholm can give. The whitest of sunlights slides off the black slick 
of coffee, bounces off clean buildings and onto all the faces grateful for the late spring. Painful 
bright. Hypnotic back and forth flows of handsome people, fair haired waves cresting, sun 
sleeked, winter white skins starting to pink. 

Me, my coffee and book are the darkest things on the street. 

 

BLACK MACHO  

AND  

THE MYTH  

OF  

THE  

SUPER 

WOMAN 

 

MICHELE 

WALLACE 

 

The cover shows two young, light skinned black women looking at something happening, their 
afros backlit into haloes. The burnished sheen of a clenched fist.  The dark face of a girl, singing 
or shouting or chanting at a rally or demonstration or frontline. 

An angel book. Not a book I would normally buy.  

The school term is almost over, I‘ve bought a book just for myself. It seems that only when I 
stop teaching others how to discover themselves, can I do my own homework. It’s an angel 
book because it found me in need. I had no idea I was needing. 

Up till this point I had never really engaged in reading about race. One book at age twelve that 
explained the overlap of class and race in terms of access to education in my mother’s South 
Africa was enough. We lived in London, in the New World where I was to have everything she 
couldn’t under apartheid. The book seemed irrelevant for where I was going. For where she 
was sending me. Up the ladder. To be more white than coloured.  
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But I’m not in London anymore and my eyes are about to opened to whiteness in ways I could 
never have imagined. 

* 

I take a class in House dance, a fusion of Tap, African and Martial Arts. The teachers 
recommended are all white.  

She takes me through the grooves. I have to hold back. British, I don’t want to embarrass her. 
I suffer the condescension, the suppression of my own expertise which I don’t think is worth 
selling because it’s just part of who I am. I pay her and avoid a confrontation with white 
fragility. 

I could have invited her to my kitchen, fed her sweet potatoe and fried chicken and taught her 
where those grooves came from and why there are grooves, in the first place, carved into 
certain bodies. I would not have dreamt of charging her for the sharing. 

There are many places here, to do African Dance. Classes, taught by white women, mostly 
attended by white women. Always accompanied by a black male musician. Clubs, attended by 
middle aged white women in liquid silk, letting their long fine hair flow to the beats of 
muscular black male drummers. They don’t do African dance to African music. They do an 
expressive free form frenzy.  In the percussive lushness of cinematically chocolate tones they 
float in a white reverie that has nothing to do with how and why the music is played. 

And always, the black man in the corner, with his instruments, seems to be the desired 
destination of their dance; the “thing” their hips are driven to and by. 

There is also jazz dance, tap dance, hip-hop, street dance with their white deliverers and white 
consumers. And I wonder which street, dance hall or plantation they learned that in.  

* 

If my hair is straightened I am light enough to go unnoticed – i.e. to not be racialized i.e. to be 
thought of as white, but probably Mediterranean.  I am painted with light-skinned privilege. 
When a project concerning the experience of blackness within Western Dance arises no-one 
looks to me to share my experience on the matter. But I am the only one to have experienced 
the matter. I have experienced being that actual matter. I am these materials. I have worked 
with them. 

I feel white-washed. Exactly what I was after 30 years ago, to fade in, to be painted over, to 
have my lightness heightened and my shade weakened.  

I am not noticed as being coloured.  

It’s an innocent enough oversight. 

So I come out, as having experienced the material at hand. Awkwardness, like a black bull in a 
white china shop, enters the room. It seems my experience has no bearing on the discussion. 
We all know it does but the best thing to do is pretend I never said anything and the 
conversation moves on. I feel inadmissible. Delicate, white, porcelain constructions are 
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inadvertently broken. Everyone is wobbling slightly, not sure of their footing as the experts in 
this room. I have disoriented them. 

That was not my intention. There is, after all, an abstract universal governing the moment. I 
guess that would be a description of something objective. A neutral which we never admit is 
synonymous with white, like the cube of a gallery. 

The best defence against awkwardness is to make me disappear again: the expert 
conversation about race happening between the white professors was easier ten minutes ago, 
when I was, like them, “neutral”, “with no position”, with no adjective, as (white) people can 
think they are; when I was not passionately attached to the underside of a colonial history 
(the belly of the ship). 

I accept the oversight. I go back in the closet I never knew I was in. I go back below deck. 

I’ve been white for too long.  

I’m new here and I don’t know how to deal with making people feel awkward anymore. 

* 

I have a Swedish lover who is hot for my skin. A Swedish thorough-bred who speaks Spanish 
after a gap year in Buenos Aires. I flirt in Argentinian rhymes. Our caressings are as delicate as 
butterflies in a tango. 

My hair is slick, side-parted straight. My moustache pulcro.  

Post-sex, afternoon spooning compliments on my cinnamon-satin-feel makes me say that they 
are African not Latin genes. 

My lover cools and stops replying to my texts. 

I wriggle, wingless, grounded for a week. 

 

* 

The Swedish Democrats, the right wing nationalist Party wins a majority in the local Stockholm 
elections. 

White women look at me a little too long on the Tunnelbana. 

I smile, they Swedish turn to the right. 

 

I wonder: 

Was that look “Get into my panties.”?  

Or was that look “Get out of my country.”?  

Jungle fever?  
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Or simply “Please. Leave. You make me uneasy.” 

* 

I have stopped straightening my hair. I shave off the pretence of Caucasia and go natural. 

One day, after six months of difficult growth my curls suddenly bloom. 

It’s the day when all the staff in the Dance Department gather to listen to candidates for the 
new position of Professor of Choreography.  

Between expositions the Professor in XXXXXX runs up to me and sinks her fingers into my hair. 
She is full of joy at the glorious harvest. She snuggles her whole face into it, like it was a field 
of softest cotton. 

Then she realizes what she has just done. How impulsive she has been. She apologizes, 
ashamed, and, tail between her legs, trying to disappear, returns to her seat.  

I used to love her, this colleague. I love her more now for her shame. 

In the next intermission, the heads of the XXXX and XXXX programmes catch me as they go 
out for a cigarette. Their mouths drop in celebration of my soft ‘fro and make a grabbing 
gesture with both hands. Both of them. A gesture many women are used to when a man wants 
them to know what he wants to do with their breasts.  

Overcome with the sudden visibility of race in this whitest of Universities their only response 
is one that just cannot marry with their rhetoric.  

They giggle away unaware of their blind spots.  

I don’t love them less. 

I just start to see that there is, actually such a thing as “white people”.  

Fuck. It’s a thing. 

It’s a tiny scratching sound against the shell of my soul. Barely admissible, but constant enough 
to keep me awake that night.  

* 

We are wearing white shirts and tan trousers. This Summer has made my skin the colour of 
softly roasted almonds and his hair as white as a Nordic Summer night. 

My son and I spot a blue ball of synthetic fluff in the park. Our eyes light up. 

I approach it cautiously, it might bite, it could be poisonous. I pick it up and it squeals, bobs 
around in my hand squeaking until he says “Me, me, I’m gonna do it!” 

In his hand it growls. 

We find out it’s a troll, and its name is Sparrow. 
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There is a group of blond ladies and a man with high-summer tans that have been looking our 
way. It can happen when he and I play; a sideways glance (never direct) and a smile, 
sometimes an out loud laugh. He’s an amusing, sociable kid. And I’m a professional 
entertainer. 

The man is heading my way like he’s going to ask me for a light, or directions but his face is 
puzzled. 

When he finally slopes up, he says, with kindness and embarrassment: 

 “This is probably the last question in the world that you want to be asked. But I just have to. 
What is the relationship between you and that child?” 

“Father.”  

“Oh…ok...phew…sorry…you know…. you’re just so dark and he’s so blond…Sorry…” 

“His mother’s quite dark too…so…you know…I mean I know, right!” 

“I feel so bad for asking, but I had to. You know, when you see something not normal, I have 
two kids myself…so…you know, you understand, you just want to make sure that nothing’s…” 

“I know, I know don’t worry...” 

“I hope I didn’t offend you, it wasn’t my intention I just had to make sure –“ 

“No, I get you man, I’m empathizing with how bad you feel having to ask.” 

And I give his shoulder a squeeze. 

“Wow, that’s probably the best answer ever.” he breathes out. 

 

My son meantime is being coddled by the blond ladies. 

“Daddy!” he grins, as the man and I approach.  

I don’t make eye contact with the blond ladies who, it must be said, were darker than me, in 
that high-summer Stockholm leathery kind of way. 

 

I give him an organic chocolate covered seed bar which melts on contact with his hands. I take 
Sparrow and we decide whether it has a cute voice or a scary one. 

 

Bar finished, through the gates of the Tunnelbana with Sparrow having found his cute voice, I 
ask: 

“What did those ladies talk to you about?” 

“They said “Where is your Daddy?”” 
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“And what did you say?” 

He points a finger at my face. 

“Yeah. Now let’s get all this chocolate off your hands and mouth before we get on the train. 
Or maybe we should just smear it all your face? Make you a proper chocolate boy.” 

“Yes!” 

“Haha, no, only joking, let’s get you clean.” 

A Summer vacation with him is like daydreaming a fresh stream of cool water. It’s a blanket 
of soft breeze or the tickle of a light shower. 

But now there is a dark cloud bruising in the back of my brain. It’s caused by what those white 
ladies were imagining. It’s dark red and purple and it throbs. I cannot begin to bring to mind 
what they were thinking. So it stays there blistering in the back room. 

* 

Sometimes it matters, sometimes it does not. Sometimes it’s in the eye of the beholder and 
sometimes in the performer. But you are always cast, called upon to “do” it. I’m convinced it’s 
a question of doing not being. But race can be done unto you. You can be coerced into 
performing your colouredness, you can be called into being as coloured when all you want to 
do is get on with your day. 

Your colouredness can be invoked to help a white person out of an awkward situation, to tick 
a diversity box, an inclusion remit, to get the dancing going at a party, to inject some cool, 
some charm, to darken the beige, to funk the non-descript, to add flavor, spice or to prove a 
point or to be on a white person’s CV. You can be forced to “represent”. 

The more it matters, the heavier it clouds you getting on with your day and you wonder when 
the cloud-blister is going to pop and flood the front room. 

 

* 

“Safari? In Sweden? Like elk and moose and boar?” 

“No, lions and tigers and bears.” 

“Oh my.” 

The voice in the cable car tells us that the lions enjoy playing in the snow. 

We stare down at an ostrich sat in the round plump of its feathers. It gets up and begins to 
walk, that walk. We laugh. The kids laugh. And then my son’s mother’s friend says: 

“Wow, it walks just like a black person!” 

More laughter. 

I scan the car. Her, him, our son, his two kids laughing. 
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The door of the back room is bulging. 

I reach down into the place where I store my emergency humour and in my best African accent 
say: 

“Observe, how the ostrich can still walk like an African in minus two degrees!” 

Yaas mister. Coon clown to your service. It was not the time or place for the realness of his 
stupidity to be called out and the calling into being of white fragility. Not in front of my son.  

Not yet time for him to see his father cut someone down. 

Not yet time for his father to really accept his own rage. 

* 

 

PHYSICS OF BLACKNESS 

BEYOND THE MIDDLE PASSAGE EPISTEMOLOGY 

Michelle M. Wright 

 

* 

I am not an open book and my cover is just that, a cover, you can’t judge nothing by it. 

It’s because my cover is ambiguous. If you need to know where you stand in regards to race, 
if you need to place someone to feel safe, you won’t find it in my face. 

I don’t stand securely in one place. It isn’t a problem for me because I’m used to it. But some 
are used to that, being one thing, in one place, with one tribe. 

Box me up, so I can tick something. 

Physics of Blackness has a dense black cover. It invites you to get sucked in. 

Blackness has a time and a place – it is both an abstract social construction and a real-life 
phenomenon. It in fact has many times and places, and if you identify with blackness or 
colouredness you’re gonna need some sort of quantum motherfucking afro-futurist particle 
time-machine hyper-drive super computer to get your head around it. 

And maybe, in the absence of such a technology, that is what art is. 

* 

Artists are simultaneously celebrated and derided for the same thing, depending which camp 
you’re in. Their imagination. From one side it carries the power to build new worlds, from 
another it seems to be driven by the forces of destruction. 
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THE UNDERCOMMONS 
FUGITIVE PLANNING & BLACK STUDY 

 

STEFANO HARVEY & FRED MOTEN 

 

To create something really new, you may have to raze what came before to the ground. At 
least this is what I’m hearing. Because the brokenness of being that some live with just cannot 
be repaired. The only option seems to be to start again. And that needs imagination. And that’s 
why the artist is scary. And that’s why, if I may be bold, there is, in my book no such thing as 
a conservative artist. That is an oxymoron. In order to properly mix things up, record your own 
multitrack or mix-tape, to slip through the cracks, you’re gonna have to adopt new masks, new 
strategies of passing as what you are not in order to get through the door and a get a seat at 
the table where the decisions are being made - new forms of double agency – when to blend 
into and when to bend out of joint the rules. 

The euphoric state of soft adrenalin is gonna have to be your default. This is the state of 
“passing” that has turned into “playing”. 

I tried to start softly. I’m not sure if I managed. Kindness has become a swallowing. My belly 
is full of still-born rage and rotting unsaids. Time to reach back into my own history of colour. 
Because I clearly have work to do. 
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The MixRace Memoir….. sample chapters 

1986 

Chapter Two: 

 

To be fair 

 

“That’s unfair.” My best blond friend says, provoked when I propose he is probably less 
prepared for the outside world than me. Less woke. Unprepared to have his privilege exposed. 

“That’s unfair.” He says, on being called out. 

The fairest boy I know. Fairest of them all. 

His right to success, without showing proof: fairness is letting the others call me “poof”. I am 
more awake to the outside than he, wise to its hate of my ambition, practiced in its plain 
everyday disdain of my mission to be a someone, not just a something. 

I know the world does not give one shit about me. And he thinks that it gives one about him. 

That’s what’s unfair. 

That the fairest of them all doesn’t need to be prepared for the world at all. He can walk into 
it half asleep, it’s been prepared for him to reap all that is there, just, perhaps, because of the 
colour of his hair. 

 

Identification, to want to be like what you are attracted to: 

 

Wanna be like your Father? So you can be a proper man? Silent, kind. Head bowed, saving 
face, quiet, with a joke. 

Identify with the same. 

Or you’d rather be like Mother, who had no shame, yoked to her race. Cape Town Coloured 
loud she was, poised in case of attack. 

To fight back. 

Proud. 

Identify with the other. 

Which face will the fairest love more? 

How do you choose? 
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Face: 

 

“Nigga lips.” 

“Kaffir lips, if you please. Get it right white boy.” 

Really, in what world could “white boy” be an insult? Blond Jesus. White-marble Greek gods. 
Superheroes. 

Likeness. Verisimilitude: “to be like, likened to something.” To be liked. Vanillitude. 

My white likeness was spiked with black. I did not care for my Negritude. I liked the white boy. 
I admired his grace. I needed his gaze. He did not like me back. 

Identification is always about the ways in which you are lacking. Where you’d like to go. What 
direction you want to face. 

 

Black feet: 

 

I go back to my French homework and chew in my bottom lip. Extra homework for me: to tuck 
it in an hour a day, so it will shrink. I suck it up, like that word, “nigga-lips”. 

I have to swallow them both; words and lips. 

The lip gets fatter when the words bruise it. The mirror shows me no improvement, unlike my 
French essays that show me more approval, high marks, that I have a flair. 

My teacher in discussing “pieds noir” in reference to Camus makes me an example of the 
“touch of the tar brush”. 

My eyebrows go south in a petulant frown. 

“Take a joke, Zaccarini, don’t be silly.” 

The mirror yields a mouth that flairs out brown, desert succulent in a field of skinny-lipped 
lilies. 

 

Cafe au Lait: 

 

I am a diluted hint of the dark, 

milk swirled with 

just one drop of the strong stuff. 
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I could be invisible where it not 

for the tint of that 

one 

(three eights of a) drop. 

 

A semiotics of impurity starts here. 

A dialectic of whitewashing and tainting, of tarring. 

It’s the vocabulary of racism resting in the wrong mouth. 

I have incorporated the white man’s syntax. 

Or has he force fed it me? 

 

Psychoanalysis: 

 

So, I can’t avoid that I’m getting this from Freud, so: 

You wanna have your father’s powers 

because you discover that mother desires him. 

You feel she should shower you with her loving gaze instead. 

He is stealing some of that fire from you. 

The Daddy you once loved, you want out of the way, 

You basically want him dead. 

 

Your regular hetero-Oedipal set-up. 

 

For Judith Butler this makes cultural heterosexuality rather melancholic; 

the boy has first to leave the father as a love object 

to become “man” in the hetero-normative matrix. 

But he is not allowed to grieve, 

because same-sex love is not an appropriate love in the first place. 

And that’s the basics. 
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For Freud same sex love is inverse but not perverse. 

Because desire by nature is deviate. 

 

If you can’t mourn you get 

melancholic or manic, 

sad moon lunar or  sun-god solar. 

Which makes the state of being heterosexual 

Constitutively bi-polar. 

 

Freud split it –identify with one, desire the other. 

But if you identify with what you lack in yourself, then you also desire it. 

 

Never happy with one or the other 

(white/black, gay/straight, man/woman) 

I can neither settle with one or the other. 

There ought to be a third, a fourth, a fifth. 

That makes me, from all sides, manic. 

It’s not a two-way street, it’s a break down on the intersection. 

With no guide or mechanic. 

 

History: 

 

The rich, thick, 

vanilla milk of the 

straight white rich boy 

is never strong enough to overpower 

the bitter cacao colonialism 

of unsweetened history. 

So I keep coming back for more 
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Of his refined sugar, 

To take the edge off the past 

That brought us here together. 

 

Lounge like languid melancholy, 

liquid like plantation sorries 

On white bread muffin sheets. 

Raw syrup of blasphemy, 

molasses carcasses maw of Southern stirrups. 

Soil the linen, 

Unforgivin’ sugar to the shame, 

slow sweet tongue of reparation blame. 

 

Silky seep of brown in the stone white street, 

artificial cube of the staining exhibit 

Prohibited exchange of fluid, keep the idiom pure 

Idiot allure to a music of pain 

And lyrics you ain’t allowed to say. 

Nigger. You just wanna be able to sing the word 

Nigger. 

 

The myth of a clean language: 

 

What does a pure idiom do in the mouth of a mongrel? 

Is it wasted on me? 

I mean, does the half-breed get all the subtlety of flavor, 

the richness of the vocabularly 

or does I just wolf it down quickly, gratefully? 

Does I mix it all up on my plate till it goes all the same colour 
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– brown – 

and then slurp it up? 

Or can I distinguish one thing from another? 

Can I be thorough enough in my chewing over of the words? 

Of course I can, but some of these words taste bad in my mouth, 

so no wonder I regurgitates them. 

I does not bite the hand that feeds me. 

Instead I pukes on the palm the words that revolt me. 

It’s a vaudeville trick I learns, 

this mixed-up pup, 

early on, 

to bring up these violent words that repeat on me 

and give them back to the thorough breeds. 

 

* 

Running the race: 

 

So what if they have a head start? 

I’ve been given a chance at mobility, except I don’t know which race I am in. 

A ghost runner no-one invited to compete. 

Doing well with no-one keeping score, I choose to race anyway. 

I am faster in some respects to anyone around me 

because I can never see the finishing line; 

they didn’t bother laying one down for me: 

so I run with no aim but a strong feeling of always already being disqualified. 

It slows my steps like a molasses shadow sticking to my heels. 
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Finishing line: 

 

The one drop sets the playing field where they don’t let me pass, 

I can’t even get a hold of the ball, let alone pass it, 

preferring me to be nowhere, 

running in circles, 

the goalpost my own mix-bred tail 

always wagging in its own wet shadow. 

In order not to feel less aimless, 

to not fire in all directions, 

at friend as well as foe, 

I decide to make a deep inner attachment, 

To the half of me that will help me survive. 

I try to be like them. 

I stick to the gun that is white and I empty the barrel whose bullets are black. 

Since on the outside I am evidence of a crime, 

I choose to side with the Law, so it’ll have my back. 

 

* 

 

I am not the only shot in this sea of milk. 

There are two others, expresso brown, 

who in no way have my ambiguous polymorphism of shade 

that might make you think twice. 

But one is the son of a business magnate, 

the other a prince. 

I am the son of an Italian labourer 

and a coloured midwife from the South African Cape townships. 

They never call me nigger-lips because that would be insulting to them. 
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I come from a line of traitors. 

On both sides. 

This is enough for me to disappear from both sides’ view. 

I am painted as shadow, 

a silhouette of what blocks the light, clarity. 

I am unclear. 

 

* 

 

Getting the fuzz to soften takes work. 

Snipped from my African roots there is no-one to turn to for advice. 

I have to learn my own hair. 

My mother combed it down in solid mahogany waves. 

Left to itself it springs skyward. 

I spend my allowance on haircuts, 

because the nice white lady from the village who cuts speaks to me about it. 

She speaks to me about my hair. 

“D’you have to wash your hair every morning?” a white boy says. 

“It’s the only way to keep it soft.” 

“Who cares if it’s soft? Faggot.” 

And it’s true, no-one is going to touch it. 

But then soft hair is their default. 

As is their straightness, their fineness, 

the way they reflect the light. 

My default is a kink, a coarseness, a not-straightness, 

a blending into the dark. 

 

* 
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It’s the face made when a bad smell enters the room. 

People move; a discrete shuffle, 

a direct up and leave, 

a re-grouping. 

One thing’s for sure, people are moved. 

I can move people. 

I put that into my pocket. 

It’s a superpower I may need later. 

 

* 

 

“But how come you’re here?” a white boy asks. 

He means how can my parents possibly afford my education. 

“Sacrifice”, I rehearse in my head, 

but it’s not a word I can say, 

because I am not sure they will understand it. 

My parents’ economic position ghosts my interactions. 

This is why I study hard to straighten the kinks in my line, 

this is why I practice running even though I don’t know where I am going yet. 

When the time is right I will be smart enough, 

fast enough, 

in a straight line enough to go in the same direction as them. 

And beat them. 

If only that line could be ironed out as cleanly as a curl 

wedged, oiled and slid between two hot metal plates. 

 

* 

Classroom, corridor, cathedral, cloister – 

I move through like a coffee-coloured stain. 
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I do my best to rub myself out, to blur. 

I feel like I have been wrongly drawn. 

I try to smudge my lines so I am not marked out as an accident. 

“How come you are here?” 

Like most of them I am trying to erase my parents in order to become myself. 

But this particular bleaching is not healthy; this scrubbing smarts. 

“Why do you spend so long in the shower?” a white boy asks. 

“I’m just trying to get clean.” 

Their territory is pretty; 

not just the monasterial architecture built by serfs, 

(my parents went to church in shacks), 

but what populates it. 

Pretty pink white boys with their tiny noses and porcelain complexions; 

movie stars and superheroes not clever enough to be 

the politicians their parents want them to be. 

 

* 

 

To act as if nothing is a problem; 

to exasperate instead of detonate; 

to react with wit not insult back; 

to appear calm when panicked because a pack can smell fear; 

to walk lightly when an architecture presses down. 

 

My lines are in buildings like these, 

I smell history’s sweat 

compressed between bricks, 

in the still wet stone lines spelling stories 

Catholic incense cannot mask. 
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I stink. 

What I smother with my labour is a genealogy of 

knuckle down and back breaking craft. 

I have my own task; 

to learn the white man’s philosophy 

to stay alive 

and forget ma, pa, uncle, aunt. 

This is what breaks my back; survivor’s guilt. 

 

* 

To stop the insults coming you must get a purchase on the situation. 

You smooth your edges out. 

You stop being noticeable; from stain to smudge to invisible. 

But racial insults tar you all over again. 

Most of them would rather like you to be invisible, 

they would rather like you to blend in. 

It’s becoming terribly embarrassing that there are a few who can’t let it go. 

Then there comes a time when you are noticed only for your success, 

for your passing and everyone breathes a sigh of relief, 

because you belong on your merits and they can forget. 

We are learning to get along, 

to not be our parents, 

to unlearn our grandparents. 

We are now and the now is together. 

But then “queer” will tar the space and 

feather boa the victim for all to see, again. 

We feel awkward. 

The others sit on their hands in their own old positions 

because no-one will stand up for what they have learned in their growing-up. 
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It’s too much effort and apparently 

there is too much to be lost. 

 

* 

 

There is a bushel here of my own making, 

but others encouraged me to finish it. 

Being under it, 

like being in the closet, 

is a collaborative project. 

 

* 

 

Black and white as 

“colours” 

have no optological wavelengths, 

just as black and white as 

“races” 

have no biological strengths. 

It is a question of absorption and reflection. 

At night the moon does not exist without the sun being out of sight, 

out of mind, 

but it is the sun that reminds us of the moon’s 

always-there. 

When the moon is visible in the day, 

it’s like the white Western God 

pressed the snooze button 

too many times and 

forgot to show up to work. 
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Following Fanon – 

the black soul is often a construction of the white man’s imagination. 

What of the mixed-race soul? 

That product of illegal miscenegation? 

Less whole? Or doubly? 

Split agency or double agent? 

 

* 

 

A black object absorbs all the colours of the visible spectrum 

and reflects none of them to the eyes. 

A white object reflects (mostly) 

all of them to the visible spectrum. 

White is therefore not an absence of colour, 

it is the opposite 

– an absolute presencing of all colour, 

the Ideal Platonic Form of colour. 

A spinning rainbow wheel 

– I guess, a queer wheel – 

gives the impression of “no colour”. 

But white people are not white. 

This is not what their matter can be described as. 

But language matters. 

It matters us. 

And white language matters most (often). 

So if, 

for the longest time, 

my race did not matter to me, 

now it has to 
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– it has to make, lest it be made for me. 

This is what racial agency may look like. 

Race as a clay rather than set in stone by a white craftsman, 

sewing stones in my gut 

or stuffing them in my pockets. 

Race as a material of emancipatory poetry, 

not a material that binds me in place 

and makes me sink. 

 

* 

 

The curl. There is something alien about it. I mean it is ex-timate, as a Lacanian hairdresser 
might put it – as intimate and personal to you as your skin, but radically unknowable, foreign. 
There is always someone it is addressed to, for recognition. In the case of the curl it is the 
straight fineness of the soft blond line hanging down, not springing up but fluid in the wind, 
slipping through ones’ fingers. 

The curl waits until it is wet. Then it wraps around your fingers as you try to cut it or mould it, 
like a curious alien. You keep cutting so it won’t tighten, you try and snip the life out. You comb 
it into damp sections to get an understanding of it, but it springs back resisting you, it tightens 
its grip. 

In the curl I find an intersection with queer. 

What if queer, as the signifier for everything not straight, could have that same confidence to 
stop straightening itself out? To keep on curling around the hands that want to control it and 
trap them there. “Don’t touch my fucking hair again. This is not a zoo.” 

“Those beautiful lips are gonna get you in trouble tonight.” Says the white boy at the 
cloakroom at my first gay club night out. 

Failure becomes fetish, that magical thing that promises power. 

Stop asking me to straighten myself out; suck it up, suck it in. 

Stop asking me to fall in line, stay in my place. 

That’s not the line I want to follow. 

I want to curve, I want to spring out of place. 

 

* 
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that white boy is like a candy that never wears down 

he makes me breathless and heartbeat bursty, 

hungry no matter how much I eat, 

no matter how much I drink 

I still feel thirsty. 

 

It’s fake power I am sword-swallowing – 

this white, male phallus – this white cock 

worn by my coloured mother 

who had bigger balls than any man on the block. 

 

It makes me a fetishist 

and it makes him, my totem. 

The mother’s missing white phallus 

returning in the shape of a white boy fetish, 

that is both loved and despised. 

It is revenge. 

That empty meal that’s seduces you in thinking it is full. 

 

But I was mistaken. 

He cannot be my fetish. 

Only I can be reduced to that. 

Just the same way that no matter how hard I try, the discourse will just not allow me to be a 
racist. 

That, I think, is his privilege. Not mine. 
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Poems from The MixRace MixTape 

 

Busy Day at the Intersection 

I’m gonna lay out the same thing in a couple different ways. See how each one plays out 

The same theme, those recurring memes shouting in the echo chamber. There’s a danger here, 

That I might offend, so I’m gonna be coming at it from all sides: Queer, Race, Class, Sexuality. 

Perhaps this is professional suicide but I’ll be defending my claims, confessing my aims, making them 
clear and let you decide about this Professor’s version of “intersectionality”. 

 

So cover your ears, those prone to offence, ‘cos, shit I’m a bitch. I don’t sit on the fence, I got an itch: 

‘dem everyday mosquito stings of you don’t quite belong. Not quite like sticks and stones, more like 
splinters, cold and constant like a Swedish winter. 

It’s about a sinking down low in the mess and muck of “I no longer give two flying f….”. 

So, Let me bring it, my A game: no bullshit. No shame. 

Hope you dig it. 

 

“Queer” – say it again straight boy. 

“Peasant” – say it rich boy – say it again, to my face, right here. 

“Nigga lips” – oh so now you wanna do race?  

Hmmm white boy please. 

“Nigga lips.” 

Would you consider dealing me that again? Are you for real? 

What do you feel when you say those words. Fear. 

Or just good old fashioned hate. 

“Faggot peasant nigga.” 

Well then give me all your hate. 

 

But get your story straight – I’m from the Cape Townships my great granddaddy was a slave so rape 
and hate are part of my genealogy – so it’s kaffir to you –but I guess nigga will do just the same.  

Sort out your epistemology, get it right, do your homework brother, look outside your philosophically 
white cult before you deliver an insult that was meant for another. 

“Peasant, nigga, queer.” Say it again. Remind me how much you fear. Say It. Again. Brother. 

Call me queer. One more time. Just so we be clear.   
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White boy. Say it. Say. It. Again. Till you learn that it shows you weak and it’s just making me 
stronger. Cos it ain’t your turn to speak. 

Not any longer. 

 

Different Identities – Nigga Lips, Faggot, Peasant, Cissy – none cause for fragility; but plenty of affects 
provoked when you are consistently described as a defect:  shame rage fear anxiety on the 
intersection of woke; the cross roads of Class and Race, the bypass of Sex and Gender, where my 
academic ass meets his bigoted face. So he can kiss it. 

And this is the lecture. 

  

And what happens when all the lights go green and all battles must be fought at the same time?  

When you are tired of fighting Sexism on the floor while Racism flashes up on yo’ screen and to the 
side right-wing homos are ganging up on you. Homophobic brothers banging on your door. 

 

Tired of not bringing all of you to the party? When you have to leave one of you at home  

so as not to make people feel uncomfortable? 

Bring it to the party. Bring it all to the party. And it will be a party or it won’t be at all. 

Sisters and Brothers turn all the lights green and let yourselves be seen. 

 

With your Soul and Spirit – Gut and loin Brain and groin. Let your Chakras speak and endorphins sing 
as revolution ovulates, histories spin and puke and Struggle ejaculates. 

Conception of the everyday divine, the goddess of rhythm and the gods of rhyme. 

The music of the cells, the molecular dance of pasts forming presence: vibrational chance. 

Describe the future In your Speculation. In your Fiction May the past be your tutor. 

May you be present in your prediction. 

Sisters and Brothers, this is the MixRace MixTape. 
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White Boy Bubblegum 

Wished I was thicker skinned, thinner lipped. Milk Daddy sipped from Mummy’s coffee cup. Out I popped 
mongrel, mix-breed pup, this was a race I was never gonna win. Attached to only half my face, a single shot in a 
sea of milk, expresso frizz midst straight vanilla silk, You said there was no place for me in your privilege, your 
pure-line heritage. 

Coffee coloured stain on your pretty pink territory I smothered all the pain ‘cos that place just stinks of history: 
fighting to blend in ‘gainst them slights you keep sending. But now that I’m older, my shades are getting bolder; 
stronger than the sun, while you glow in the dark; I’m gonna shine, I’m gonna spark, you will reflect my light: 
Respect my curl, my world, and watch these colours unfurl. 

I like my boys Vanilla smooth, go Godzilla when I make my move, chew ‘em up like bubblegum, peppermint 
fresh off the stalk: pop pop pop them till they just can’t walk. 

And if I can’t be you like you white boy bubblegum, I’m gonna pop pop pop ya till all ya flavour’s gone, make 
you feel just right, even tho’ you know it’s wrong; chew you up, spit you out, till next boy come along. 

Because you made me this butch, you made me this bitch, wanted to be like you white boy, but now I don’t 
wanna switch. I’m having too much fun with that pretty pink bum I’m gonna colonize, terrorize, ‘till all them 
racist lies that you been fed about my brothers get fucked out your head, got all my sisters in a chorus when I 
throw you on the bed: 

“Hell yeah” they sing, “you make his hole sing. 

“White boy bubblegum, you be his thing.” 

Get to work whiteboy bottom bubblegum, I’m gonna be coming on strong like Sodom and Gomorrah, gonna 
pop yo white boy blossom bum, all night long until tomorra. Then I leave you stranded with my dark mark on 
you, branded, inked it in on yo pale pink skin. Hetero-Homo-carnivora, that’s who the fuck you invited in so suck 
it up let my mix-race message sink on in. 

White boy booty so bouncy like a trampoline, gonna go old school slap on some Vaseline. Papi gonna tattoo 
with his woody, one night “I love you’s” in your white boy pussy. Get tabooed and breeded with this mix-blood 
seed, me be voodoo tree in your tummy, hung with strange fruit, me like history’s juice on your tongue, say its 
yummy, sweating there in your birthday suit. 

But now that you naked, you can’t fake it, no escaping Voodoo Daddy got all loot now, ‘cos you stole all my gold 
and all my riches. Now you just be one of my straight white man-boy bitches. 

 

The Pass 

Press Play: 

Did I fool him with my beautiful vocabulary, did I pass with my cut glass accent, my mask of class. All that time 
spent PLAYING with those dead men in his library hell bent on slaying his 1 per cent ass? 

Me, trouble agent, double O bender, keep him on his toes, mulatte Professor, main contender in this combat he 
called a race where I surpass expectation. I just faking, making it up, just passing all his made up dead white 
man examinations. 

Playing both sides, butt split by the fence, test 2 places at the same time. Hard, but it’s the best offence. 

Play the diversity card, only one in my deck, a real diversion tactic to get me in deep, up to my neck and stay 
elastic, stretched thin ‘tween night and day, and black and white; keep the rich man tight, make him pay. 
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‘Cos My Mother, how much did it cost her, to put me, the imposter, through that top class schooling that saw 
me coming in last -  who were we fooling? With my triple A grades. Future already made. Not surprising. Looked 
like I was rising, when I was always sinking. 

What was she thinking? Was I her sleepa’ cell, her brown boy Nikita gaining from the Caucasian canon? 
Training a critiquer she weren’t allowed to be? Who’d wake his fire some day and make the equation that 
desire is insolvable a Mission Impossible; a viral queer boy flower to infiltrate the powers of denial, the slave 
built cathedral spirals of the righteous minds. 

A deviation of the ideology of “discrimination through biology.” With its racist, illogical methodologies. My 
friend are we ever gonna leave the colony.  

Was this the pass she slaved to give me? To play a game that was rigged, that fighting chance, a dream well 
past its sell by date. Designed to be a butler, do you a soft shoe dance. Well I’ll serve you a cold plate of Gender 
Trouble. 

Rewind: 

She played me Beethoven when I would have chosen the blues. Made me sing hymns of the wrong hue when it 
was the spiritual I wanted to bring. I needed soul, Negro jazz; got feeded Eurovision pizazz. 

She painted my walls light, trying to make me right; John-Paul the great neo-white hope, in this new world 
where I was to be her Sartre, Gaultier, her Pope. Where I would not be cast in coloured stone, type-cast in plays 
or cast to the bottom, forgotten, unconscious slave, alone. 

Social mobility was at the heart of her teaching but it was only Motown that moved me. Was towards the 
bottom that I was reaching. I didn’t wanna rise, I wanted to be down since I knew what it felt to be tread on. 

Now I thank her for the weapons she gave me. Yes, the master’s house will be brought down with the tools the 
master gave us to build it from. Yes, his house will come down. 

Then that Cape Town summer came along, in the township with my mother leaving her high-minded music 
behind in cold South London and let me dance to lush tones of fleshy embrace and largeness, a gliding 
contiguity of falling autumn skins getting down low in the funky fluid that finds the lowest place to go. 
Glutinous hues sticking to each other in prick of the heat, all the township mothers moving to that mucky 
mutinous beat. 

 

Fast forward: 

I’d been wearing ideological shades against racial brightness, prescribed by Doctor Everything will be Alright, to 
adjust my sight. I confess they gave my eyes some relief, gave me Euro-Vision – one less mission to give me grief 
– you know, one pass at a time. 

Only in moments of truth-dazed, vermouth-hazed high did those protective scales fall away so I could see how 
uniformly brown I was in the light of day. It stung my eyes – the part I was ignoring in the mirror, that rum-
coloured kid. 

Sleep slipped them back over like colour-blind lids. Sleep heals all sorts of the Smarts. 

I woke, felt the white waves of blinding un-spoke no-race, wash over me, tow me like a tide, no place to hide, 
cover blown, my inks splashing all out of place. 

I was finally woke to the spectrum of my face. 

Stop the tape: 
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S’like a visual rape, to suddenly see what you tried to avoid. Is this real? Or is this celluloid? The film that you 
been played from birth. With its white heroes and zeroed negroes. This is the deal. You been played from the 
first. 

That film was flawed. Press Reverse. Stop. 

Start YOUR story.  

Press Record. 

 

Brother 

You ain’t got no cause to be crying boy. Shit. Quit your aspiring, you had it easy. Y’all coming on princess and 
the peasy, so sudden delicate. Boy, you subject without a predicate. A whole lot of what with not a sign of the 
who. 

Man up, get a clue, dial it down, loose the crown, this whole man thing be coming down round your ears after 
all them years on that fool’s gold throne, your voice drowning me out, I can’t hear my head think, your assumes 
are too loud, all that man clout. I’m bored a you mansplaining my bizness. Get on board with some sisterness, 
my queerness, my tendency to veer off script. 

Get off your man trip, before the only job left for you is the sperm bank. 

This Ark is for the ethically fit, get off this ship ‘for we make you walk the plank, throw you to the sharks. 

 

You ain’t got no probable cause. Shit. Quit whining, you had da best of it. You slapstick, slipped up. Clown. Man 
down. Ha. Fact is actor forgot his lines. You all run out of time. 

Now you come playing on some made-up fragility, oh, suddenly you found yo sensitivity, an identity. Tables 
been turned, some folk have learned, game changers coming your way every day. You don’t get to have a 
cause, you gotta earn it, brother. 

Script been flipped. Shut it. ‘Cos now you heard it. You no longer legit. 

Trying to love you brother but you got flaws. Motherfucker you about as real as Santa Claus. 

So now you want a cause, your own man agenda ‘cos you suddenly realize that you too have a gender, when all 
you had before was yo’ sex, what was between your legs making up fo what wasn’t between yo’ ears. Let 
something in rather than jutting it all out, you cutting into my space, all up in my face. 

Ain’t nothing noble about your made-up cause.  You been faking, you a show. Well you just wanted the 
applause. ‘Fraid to say your scores were low, your performance was lame. Brother you didn’t pass the test 

Of time, came in last, no prize in this game show where the choices you made were about being the best. Ain’t 
about that brother. It’s about the collaborate. Pest. 

And don’t be so disingenuous, like you have no feeling, that there is a glass ceiling well past its sell by date. Your 
logic is tenuous, ontologically revealing, ‘cos that ceiling’s gonna crack from under your weight. 

‘Cos I been looking up at the souls of your feet so long, you so strong, but full a holes pathologically concealing 
that you a cheat. And you ain’t played fair Brother. We are a matrix and you’re a line going nowhere; and that’s 
the basics. 

Trying to love you brother but you got flaws motherfucker you about as real as Santa Claus. 
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Pucker up, I know this don’t taste nice. Sorry, your Man toothpaste won’t cleanse this advice. Fucker, your cause 
ain’t been clean. Now your goal’s starting to droop; we found a loophole in your laws, found a key to your 
doors. Now you’re the dupe. 

You tell me you a post-man. But da post-man always rings twice. Didn’t believe you the first two times, you 
plucky enough to make it thrice? 

3rd time lucky? Re-write your lines? ‘Cos you cried wolf too many times pretending to be soft. That was just 
sheep’s clothing, you pulled the wool over my eyes; knocking on my door, trying to get into my house, trying to 
blow it down, well huff puff little man; this little piggy be the one that stayed at home and did his reading, can 
see you coming and he ain’t believing. 

Cos I maybe a fairy but I ain’t after your teeth; wanting something deeper. And tho’ I’m wary a what’s 
underneath that thick skin, 

Brother, 

I want in. 

‘Cos I’m trying to love you brother but you got flaws motherfucker you about as real as Santa Claus. 

Sister 

Sister, you know what it’s like, his gaze drift from your eyes and go way down south. Does he hear what you 
say? Is he capable to hear those wise pearls from your mouth? Or was his head unavailable, already in the bed 
room scene? Girl you know what that dress means: you, soon, on the table, in the toilet, in the kitchen. You like 
him girl, don’t spoil it. 

Sister, you know what it’s like to kiss with fear, despite what absurdly you wanna hold dear. Yeah, once was 
enough for the words; 

“I’m stronger than you.” to rough your ear. 

Sister you know what it like to have no space between him and you skin, he can walk right in, no permission, it’s 
his right, his place, his identity’s mission; walking tall, like he owns it all, history’s wall round him, to remind him 
of his centrality. But it’s you round him that reminds him of his own ephemerality. 

And Sister, I will never speak for you, but I’m on your side. You don’t know what I been thru either, as a guy who 
likes guys and I won’t apologize for what I have fantasized. ‘Cause we share the double bind of what quivers 
and dangles, what snares, and troubles sends them shivers and spangles thru our minds. Don’t think I don’t 
know, a hole is just a hole and what’s on his mind ain’t my words but my behind. So sad he not in control, so 
burned bad by his desire, can’t help it, poor poor man, just gotta touch, just gotta pry open the can of that fresh 
strange soft fruit he think must be like paradise. 

 

Mister 

 

Oh Mister, I know a thing or two about you Mister: 

I was like a slinky little thing, almost verging on a girl, nutmeg silky baby skin, smoky soft brown bouncy curls. I 
was fresh to the street, like a virgin breeze, so damn sweet, I put an ache in your teeth. 

Pretty boy molasses tease, put ‘dem on you man man knees 
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But Mister, this come at a price, don’t you know, ain’t you learned, that just one bite is enough to suffice, to 
make these pears turn not so nice. 

Now Mister you been here before, so why act so surprised? You so blind dazed crazy lust-hazed that you been 
morally compromised. 

Oh Mister, you want me there. Come come come, bring your big white thumb to this brown brown sugar, this 
darkest shade of fair, oh you want me there, all yours, dark sugar. 

On all fours, gimme no room to manouevre. Want me to suck you up like a hoover. You wanna sink it in my face 
like a knife in butter. Swallow you down like I ain’t got no gag reflex Motherfucker. 

Gonna snake you down to the bottom of da ladder. All I wanted was to be your mother fuckin brotha. Seek the 
solace of a man who might understand. On this point, I’m beside you sister, we are hand in hand. 

 

You said I had “the smell”, the scent,  the kind of colour to curve this straight kingdom bent-fantazee you said I 
had “that taste”, that tint, that glint of crazy in my eyes 

Your premature demise. Gonna snake you down to the bottom of da ladder. All I wanted was to be your mother 
fuckin brotha. 

 

Let me pop open a vein, drop you some melanin, for some soul feedin’, for a moment we could be the same and 
you could be my kin. But oh no, you got me on all fours, Gimme no room to maneouvre, want me to suck you up 
like a hoover. You wanna sink it in my face like a knife in butter. Swallow you down like I ain’t got no gag reflex 
Motherfucker. 

 

You said I have “a feel”, a flavor, an immature misbehavior that blew your fuse, more like fate than a thing you 
might choose, and it trips your switch and right there’s the glitch – I mean, are you confused? 

Wanting me for the colour of my skin? 

 

I ain’t a smell, a feel, a taste, I ain’t your dose of sin. 

Look at this face,  

Cos it ain’t letting you in. 

 

Inner Cissy Blues 

 

cissy boy 

princess in disguise 

Playing straight 

To hide from the hate 

Dying inside 

So wise but wasting 
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Away, skin and bone thin 

From the lies 

He been fed 

That his love be sin. 

 

His joys are strange, his affections are afflictions, infectious, 

predilections that should be contagious: 

More dangerous than boys addicted to violence 

Who punch him to silence with: 

 

“Don’t live that, should’nt be that, can’t be that,  

Straight is right, 

Hate’ll be the game if don’t give up your fight, 

Cissy boy you got it wrong. 

No-one wants to hear your song” 

 

Said the teachers and preachers, the neighbours, 

And parents, anti-depressants, the dictators 

The men’s magazines, the friends in the canteen,  

And every classroom, cinema, cloakroom, curricula: 

The same thing: 

 

“Play dead cissy 

Keep it out of sight 

Leave it unsaid 

Choose right 

Keep them blues inside 

Hide that smile 

Butch up ya gait 

Abidigate 

your right 

To have your own say.” 

 

Then his clothes started saying it, 

room started smelling of it, 
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bathtime bedtime toys  

Started yelling it. 

 

Claustrophobic - itch was in his bones 

Sewn on his skin, word stitched 

in spit like a homophobic sting 

on the daily news, 

Should have been wearing that sin like bling, should a been his thing, 

But, 

Das when the Inner cissy blues begun. The blues in his lungs 

hate blue inked under his tiny little feet 

under a tongue 

that might break from the weight 

of walking straight down that straight straight street, 

His inner cissy blues unsung. 

 

“Don’t be that, should’nt be, can’t be that,  

Straight is right, 

Hate’ll be the game if don’t give up your fight, 

No-one wants to hear your song 

Cissy boy you got it wrong.” 

 

Said the teachers and preachers, the neighbours, 

And parents, anti-depressants, the dictators 

The men’s magazines, the friends in the canteen,  

And every classroom, cinema, cloakroom, curricula: 

The same thing: 

 

“Play dead cissy 

Keep it out of sight 

Leave it unsaid 

Choose right 

Keep them blues inside 

Hide that smile 

Butch up ya gait 
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Abidigate 

your right 

To have your own say.” 

So, he put his inner cissy in a 9 – story tower  

far far away, So no-one would feel his power,  

his brightness, his loco,  

the gloriously….. gay grace…..of his coco-symphonic face 

his queer song – the harmonically righteous wrong 

Of what he wanted to say  

The cacophony…… of his black and blue melody.  

 

The truth that there 

Weren’t no prince coming along 

No heir to some white crown 

To mince up 

the long blond hair that weren’t his 

To let down. 

Just an afro growing out, flowing round, till it filled the room with frizz. 

 

Choking in the boom of his mix-race microphone 

Smokin’ gay fro with no-space to grow. 

 

Till the strength of his curl broke the walls to that world 

And the extent of his feelings smote the ceiling 

Tower crashed down on his head 

Like a shower of dead straight hate smashed rich white names, nouns 

And he knew that his gayfro was his unseen crown. 

 

He looked up into the sky 

And sang like a queen. 

Free. 

Brown. 

Crown of curls 

Smile as big as the world. 
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Inner Cissy be free, 

To be seen 

You ain’t no princess  

You a queen. You reign. 

You reign. 

Be your queen. 

 

Free. 

Brown. 

Crown of curls 

Smile as big as the world. 

 

 

The Name is Daddy 

 

Dear Dragademics, 

As students in Dragademia you will learn 

To articulate your fierceness with precision 

Manipulate and pierce the rhetoric used against you 

Future, present, preterit tense 

Conditional and coalitional 

 

Afro-pessimist transcendentally feminist empirical negative parody  

Of let’s face it – 

White man philosophy. 

 

You will be required to know the rules before you bend them 

Benders, all of us, make-believers but not pretenders 

 

You will be examined on the rigour of your fluidity 

Your ability to slip through the cracks, 

To mix it up 
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As dragademics you will learn to satirize and fictionalize 

What has become academic law 

You should yearn to appropriate those clauses 

That adjudicate against you 

And turn affect into a honed instrument 

Against the no-longer effectual drone 

Of people telling you how to tell your story. 

 

My intellectual, fluid intersectional beauties, 

Conflictual, non-binary students 

With your queer and crip duties, 

Your colourful strategies of reparation and redemption. 

You are my exceptional exemptions 

Of not belonging anywhere, because you long for the everywhere 

In the veins of culture, in the seams, in the beats in between 

The sculptors of the future, the reproductive means by which 

We take the reins and be the troopers of disruptive justice. 

 

Enough about you. Here’s about me: 

 

The name is Daddy, or Sir or Mr or Doctor rocking your mind like LSD. Shocked your brains with my PhDaddyD, 
thrilled you with my Semen –ars. Every little demon drop meaning for you to be stars. Blag on, glitterati little 
dragons dragademics with talons 

Name be Daddy- Daddy Zee if ya nasty In this University Fantastee. 

 

Drag Daddy, Bad Daddy, Salt’n’Peppa Suga Daddy. Faggot daddy, slutty daddy, laddy scruffy Doggy Daddy. 
Piggy Daddy, let ‘em fucking have it Daddy.  

Mommy can’t help you now you in the House of Daddy. 

Daddy….The name is Daddy. 

 

Freud to the Nietzsche, don’t avoid what I teach ya, Foucault, don’t ya know was our queerest preacher. Fanon 
inspirational pill, and on and on, post-colonial new procedures: Ahmed amen and Audre Lorde. Digest a subtler 
race and gender double feature show - Judith Butler Bender Trouble Gold and bell hooks. 

These are Daddy’s books. 
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Drag Daddy, Bad Daddy, Salt’n’Peppa Suga Daddy. Faggot daddy, slutty daddy, laddy scruffy Doggy Daddy. 
Piggy Daddy, let ‘em fucking have it Daddy. 

Mommy can’t help you now you in the House of Daddy. 

Daddy….The name is Daddy. 

Sex to the next, future can’t mute her. Queer is the present tense so don’t refute her. Rainbow, shamebow, aim 
for all that pain boy, that’s where all your treasure is contained boy. 

Swirl girl, learn girl, pleasure is your right girl. You make the fight into an art and you been right from the start. 

Gobble up Goldilocks go ahead be greedy not needy. Cos I gained some knowledge and I ate Mamma bear’s 
porridge, broke baby fucking bear’s chair and maybe I killed daddy bear right there in his bed, pow pow 

Cos, like I said.  

I’m the Daddy now. 
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The Aesthetics of Privilege and the Quality of Inclusion. 

 

1 

Two elephants walk into a bar; one called inclusion, one called privilege. 

No-one sees them, because they’re the elephants in the room; but there is suddenly shame, awkwardness, 
guilt and anxiety. 

So we stroke them without making eye contact, and hope they don’t ruin the party. 

“Nice elephants…shhh now…shhh.” 

Just for a moment imagine what it might be like to have a body, an expression, a way of moving that gives 
people anxiety or shame  or guilt etc…Imagine having to drag those elephants with you everywhere. To have a 
body that is “other”, to be an “other” that needs to be included, elephants and all. 

Who feels more uncomfortable? I guess it’s the one for whom feeling comfortable is the norm.   

So I want to talk about the space we provide for comfort. To be comfortable enough to feel aesthetically valid – 
you know, right, just – just right - a space that could be described as fair. 

And I’ll do this by looking at my own space, where I live and move, the circus school. 

I want to talk about the quality of space we, the school can provide before we “invite” people in who should 
have been there from the start, sharing with us and defining with us what that space should have been, from 
the start.   

And that’s to accept, uncomfortably, that we have been enjoying, just too much space. 

We will need to get creative and we will need training to make this happen. We need it to be a practice: a 
practice of the difficult situation. We might need discomfort to be our default. 

 

 

 

 

2 
The quality of a space affects the movements you can perform in that space. If you limit someone’s space they 
will either get creative, fight back/act out or just stop moving so as to not get bruised by bumping into so many 
other things moving around with more possibility, more mobility. That’s a version of “fitting in”, not being 
clumsy. 

The “bitch” is bruised by bumping up against the word “Bossy”, when she’s just doing her job. The queer might 
feel cramped from not being able to be flamboyant – and flamboyance might well be a result of having been 
refused space from the start. Hip hop is a reaction to the lack of freedom to move, to be mobile within the 
social.  

It’s nice to think that art is the space for free expression of movement. But what if a “feminine”, “queer” or 
“coloured” movement was at odds with the space that graciously invited that body in? What if that movement 
bumped up against a dominant choreography expected by that space? The circus space for example. Or an 
invisible ideology? A circus ideology. 
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What if my student’s “feminine” movements “undid” or “re-wrote” the handstand as it is currently 
understood? Would that be accepted? Would she pass? If she does not, then shame on us, we’re missing out 
on something that could make circus culture richer, more expansive, more inclusive. 

Or, to put it another way: do I need to walk like a man first, to avoid rejection or abjection or violence, just to 
pass the entrance exam? Is that the price I should pay for entrance? To sacrifice a part of myself. I’m talking 
about walking on a street here. I’m talking about social space. And then, once I’m in to that privileged space of 
free expression, must I work against the choreography, the happiness script of that circus space, and its 
dominant ideals to finally bring more of my queerness into the world? Am I paying more than others, who 
invisibly slide into that ideal by virtue of biology, psychology, history or gender constructs? Not all of me is 
welcome to the party that is the circus. And when I bring it, I become the killjoy. 

We say the space is neutral, even flat – without hierarchy. A meritocracy. It only appears neutral because there 
are naturalized ideals structuring it. And when something is naturalized it becomes invisible – an assumption, 
like walking upright on two legs, which I guess most of us don’t think about much, because it is the default way 
of moving in the world.  

But no-one is neutral, and no space is neutral. No-one is just a human being. You are always a fe/male or not, a 
white or not, an able-bodied or not human being. There is no just human being. Not in this world. And the 
words “fair” and “fairness”, the “fairness” at the heart of Swedish lagom – everyone getting their fair share -
now take on altogether more sinister meanings for me. There, deep in language, without us noticing, power. 
Paranoid? Yes. That’s what racism, misogyny, elitism, ableism and homophobia can do to a person. 

“Just a human being” is a symptom of privilege. “Just a human being”  means that perhaps you’ve never been 
marked – marked out, named, shamed or categorized. “Just a human being”  is privilege defending its right for 
things to continue as normal. So don’t make a fuss. Don’t be oversensitive. Don’t be a killjoy. Stop being 
paranoid. Please stop being a bitch. And for goodness sake stop bumping into the furniture. 

 

3 

Dear Girls, 

It was last year and I was climbing the rope.  

Over there I overheard you talk while stretching. I wasn’t listening. 

I didn’t hear what you were talking about, maybe boys, relationships. Whatever, it made me smile. I had not 
heard this tone of voice in this space before. This rhythm, this less percussive exchange. 

Fast forward to my student who is exploring what she calls her “feminine body” that has been masculinized 
from years of training. A body she feels she has had to silence in order to fit in. She says to me “I miss a 
feminine space here.” 

I remembered you girls. Inclusivity or diversity is not about numbers. A box-ticking that measures quantities or 
the “performance” of an institution. It is about the quality of a space. My student is right. There is very little 
feminine space in the place that I work. I miss it too.  

I want you to know that I bring it up in meetings, that I call it out. 

And this is privilege at its height. Me calling something out on behalf of someone else’s experience. Because I 
am a man, and I know, I expect to be listened to. Whatever else I had going on, class, sexuality, race, I was 
taught that my voice was allowed to claim the space. And I won’t be charged with being “emotional.”  
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So, girls, I’m calling it whenever I can, because perhaps you just want to fit it, don’t want to make trouble, or 
seem oversensitive. But it’s problematic. Is it mansplainy to be vocally uncomfortable on your behalf? Am I 
making trouble for you? Am I making trouble for you? 

Girls, I miss the space you bring with you, which these days you seem to have left at home. I miss how my 
space has always overlapped with yours. I am sorry if we have made you……shy because I miss the aesthetics 
you would bring to this space if you felt more allowed.  

So I asked you about the heaviness, the weakness, the pain, the clumsiness some of you experience, some of 
you, once a month. Because no-one else had. Because I wanted to bring the period to the party. You told me 
how some positions push the pins in further, the shaky hands when you have to balance for your life, the 
cramp mid-air, the drugs that we don’t have to take, the upside down that makes the tampon wanna pop out, 
how your world collects itself here, in your middle so you have to work harder just to keep focus on things like 
not falling on your head, or, God forbid his head and how you do not tell them and how they do not ask. 
Because this is yours. How you cannot do it the same today. This is yours. So keep it private. Yours, 

Sincerely, 

Professor. 

 

 

Dear Circus School, 

You may think I am creating a problem where there isn’t one.  

But I think we have an issue with the privatization of inequality. If I think the inequality is structural, even 
systemic then I see the responsibility being on the individual who should try harder. The weight is not on the 
system; the system that actually has more than enough resources to try harder. Structural inequalities are 
deflected onto the individual as their responsibility. 

This circus that we love is apparently a meritocracy of skill, but there is no such thing as a neutral space within 
which a skill can be judged. That’s a rhetoric that serves some more than others. Neutrality is the fantasy of an 
even playing field. In the Olympics, men and women are judged in separate categories. As an environment I 
think we are judging by only one criteria. 

I’m going to stick my neck out here: the gold standard in Circus, is male. In our school there is only one woman 
in a position of authority. The rest are men, so this standard is  

Yours, 

Sincerely, 

Professor. 

 

 

Dear White Boys, 

You are always taking your tops off the second a hint of sweat might stain your laundry-white T-shirt. 

Boys keep your clothes on, it’s distracting me from my work. You’re asking for it. It’s a provocation. Slutty. But I 
guess I am a minority in your space as the only queer so I guess I should just not complain. 

I mean what’s there to complain about really? You all look like topless superheroes, like the ones I used to see 
in the movies as a kid, all of them like you, beautiful, perfect, white. Not one of them, any other colour, but 
white. So you are all I ever wanted to be, because you were all I could see. As an aesthetic to aspire to. As an 
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aesthetic to always fall short of. No wonder I desire you. You are what I have always lacked. You and your fair-
skinned heroism. 

I’m joking of course. You don’t distract me. I’m a grown-up for God’s sake. I’m saying this all for effect. 

I’m joking. Your freedom to strip down is not a problem. The problem is that the girls do not have the same 
freedom. It doesn’t matter if it is a question of the physical benefits of a sports bra. If it were that, then boys, 
take off your underwear too. Let’s have a fair space. An even playing field. 

“But why should that be an issue Professor?” 

“You don’t see it as an issue?” 

“No, because if I wanted to take my top off I would.” 

“But you don’t take my top off.” 

“Because I don’t want to.” 

“Why not?” 

“Because I just don’t want to.” 

I don’t want the girls to take their tops off. I want you boys to keep your clothes on. 

Sincerely, 

Professor. 

 

4 
I can’t tell you the amount of times I’ve been patted on the head, as a choreographer in a theatre production or 
opera where I have heard the circus artist referred to as “the warm props”. I am there to provide the sex, the 
thrill, the “big moment”, the “money shot” – the party scene, erotic dream sequence, the battle, the storm, the 
surreal, the deviant, the orgy, the hallucination, the ecstasy of the religious epiphany – I’m all about the body, 
the affect, the delirium of the blood, the extreme, hard-core, real, the anarchy of human desire. And the 
director is all about the sacred word, the order of the word, the holiness of the script; the actor. My job in this 
hierarchy of body and word is to provide the profanity, the obscene: the “underneath” of the words. That’s the 
space I was allowed to move in. 

I can’t tell you how many times my name has been omitted from the programme notes. “Ooops” they say “we 
are so sorry, we don’t know how that could have happened.” and the director wins an award for innovation. 

I can’t begin to list the names left out – excluded from those programme notes – from the historical transcript 
of an event. How many white recording artists have profited from the name of the black original being, not just 
omitted, but erased? White-washed music. Did I white-wash my circus? Because my colouredness had no 
place? No wonder that my circus work is so melancholic. Because I am grieving all the time. Grieving for things 
not allowed to live. So as not to make someone feel uncomfortable. That’s been my job. To limit myself in 
order to be the guardian of someone else’s comfort. To not be a killjoy. 

Circus is indeed a limiting project – you are constrained by your object – the line, the circle, the spiral, the 
square. You shut yourself down into a space where movement is limited. Perhaps there is something about 
constraint that attracts you. That resonates with you. Circus is not about freedom. That’s the trick we play on 
you. It’s a containment. Of something that pushes at the limits of what you are allowed. And it puts that 
something to work in a space with little room to move. So you just have to work harder, to move…..at 
all…Circus makes you pay attention to the limited space you have. You have to get creative. You need to train. 
It becomes your practice. The difficult situation. Discomfort becomes your default. 
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5 

Privilege could be described as being invisible –  

To not stand out for what is most private about you.  

To not stand out can mean life or death for some. I have the privilege of being able to pass, to hide. Others do 
not. It’s an ambivalent privilege. To pass, to walk on by without a word being said. Without the word being 
said. Without being marked. I keep essential parts of myself, locked up, at home. That takes training. 

We don’t even know yet what kinds of aesthetics the other could enrich our lives with, if she or he were not in 
the constant process of coming out, fighting back, standing up, speaking out. If she or he were not always 
reacting to a domineering and violent ideology.  

We know almost nothing about an aesthetics of action from “othered” peoples. We remain defined by 
reaction. And “inclusion” can be yet another process of othering. 

Keep the cissy-boy private, if you know what’s good for you, that’s yours, that’s personal, don’t make it public, 
because you’ll make people uncomfortable, you might even offend. The public space, that’s for others to do; 
the publicity of your queerness is only for the dominant culture’s enjoyment in naming you, so it can find you 
offensive. No wonder why, we queers, love to be offensive. No wonder we dance big and sing loud so it hurts 
your ears, and burn the streets bright and take as much air as we can; when we get the chance. 

That is a dominant gay aesthetic. And there could be so many more, that would make our culture richer if there 
had been a little more space for that cissy-boy to grow into, develop his movement, his aesthetic. How he 
wanted to move in the world. 

 

6 
I am 16, a mixed race, working class, gay boy in a white, upper class, hetero-normative private boarding school. 

My rich white straight best friend is insulted when I say that he is less prepared for the real world than me.  

“That’s not fair!” he says, “I’ve had it hard as well!” and, fair enough, he did chose to be my friend when no-on 
else did because he saw me as just a person. 

I can see it in his face, a kind of shame –How dare I? As if I had just walked in on him in his privacy, without 
knocking on the door keeping private what he never saw was there. 

But my privacy is public, it’s announced everyday: “Nigger lips.” “Faggot.” “Pleb.” “Peasant.” 

You’ve no idea how many times I’d rehearsed “Whitey”, “Hettie”, “Posh” as insults but was never convinced 
enough to use them. I mean, in what world could those things be insults? 

His privacy was the right to be successful before anything else was taken into consideration.  

To always belong. He had never encountered the notion of not belonging in a space. Feeling right in that space. 
Just.  

I was more prepared for the real world than him. The insults and mockery of my ambitions, its ordinary, 
everyday “You don’t matter.” 

I knew the world did not give one shit about me. And he thought that it did. 

That was 1986.  

Today that would be described as “calling someone out on their privilege.” 
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Today, that is triggering anxiety.  

And shame and guilt. 

And awkwardness. 

And discomfort. 

That is surely, a good thing. To share the discomfort. 

Because sharing is good right? 
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The Ethics of Autobiography 

Intersectionality has to do with competing histories –with frictions - projective fictions, hegemonic single 

perspective narratives each trying to get a hold. This is what intersectionality tries to deal with, the fact that 

privileging one of these stories for simplicity's sake, for the production of a convincing plot, misses the point 

and buys into the power that it might be seeking to evade. 

It is not so easy finding the middle ground, to be in the middle of competing stories all thinking that they are 

the most important thing to concentrate on.  

And sometimes all these stories happen at the same time. They collide at serious velocities because they are 

agitated. When they do I become alluring but also unconvincing, unnatural, artificial, with no place, out of time. 

Inappropriate. Which is why the stage is the best place for what I call my multi-disciplinary performance of 

intersectionality. The stage is that improbable meeting point where those vectors meet. The aesthetic Collider 

is a safe container for unknown particles to emerge. Not the social. Because there, my fury might meet your 

fragility – one on one – and something will get broken.  But on stage you can observe and absolve some 

responsibility. I can explode, and know that the fourth wall will shield you from the shrapnel.  

It's only when those currents are allowed to converge that the diffractive patterns produced by their unlikely 

collisions can afford radical ideas. Only then. And it's rare that one can find oneself in a place where you can 

experiment with that. A place where all those stories are accounted for.  

From a phenomenological perspective race is performed in a space and in a time, it is invoked at certain 

moments of performance; or where it is performed by the subject or invoked, demanded by an other. When 

they are all invoked in the social, I don’t know what kind of reactions will occur and what new particles will get 

produced, or who they may harm. The same with class and gender and sexuality. They have different places 

and times where they are invoked, enacted. Race, this is your 5 minute call, I hear when I’m about to go into a 

lecture. Cue Class. Cross fade sexuality and race. Gender enter stage left. This is what I call my aesthetic 

collider. 

How does one consider sex, gender, race and class in the same moment without being overwhelmed with 

information? Firstly, I would say, by not using merely the head. The heavy head will give you a stiff neck, it'll 

trap nerves in your shoulders that will shoot pain down through your arms to your fingers. It will change your 

posture, so you can't even sit at your desk without being reminded of the tension, the constriction that you live 

with. That constriction that here I am calling identity.  

It will prevent you from thinking clearly. Pain sends you into yourself. Yes, that is history. In those muscles that 

freeze into those faces and postures that congeal into your gait, those walks you do when you are entering 

different territories. Those reiterations of social movements. You don't want to be free from the pain of your 

history, you just don't want to be compelled to repeat it. This will require more than just your heart, your 

genitals, your head. It might require more than an unconscious allegiance to the past or an acceptance of your 

present. I think it requires a future. 
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I'm an artist. Not a philosopher. I take things from the past (my autobiography) and make them into things for 

the present so that they may be things for others in a future I can't see. I take things from the past, artefacts, 

historical objects and realize that, once I have dug them up, they are not actually grounding points for an 

identity, nor ready-mades to be displayed in a museum, but substances available for work. This is where the 

ethics of creativity should be raised. If that interests you. Race for example, becomes a substance for me, not 

an identity sculpted in stone facts. Race is not a stone. Race is a clay. It’s something someone moulded me 

with. Some want me to believe that it is a stone, tied around my waist, or sewn in my gut, or stuffed in my 

pockets, so that I will sink. And not think that it could be another way. In the hands of this artist, my racial 

heritage becomes. It is not being. It is becoming.  It is up to me what I do with it. This does not ignore my 

history; it is just mindful of not speaking for others who share a part of it. Who may have a different experience 

of the subject.  And it is mindful of those that wrote that script for me. Because I do mind that it was written 

without my consent – I entered stage left but I didn’t realize exactly the scene I was walking into. Because let’s 

also consider the ethics of having your story told TO YOU, about YOU. To be saddled with a story that suited 

someone else’s agenda. 

The only way to be everywhere is to be in one very specific place. The only way to think everyone is to think of 

the complexity of being, supposedly, one. And so intersectionality has to be somehow multi-disciplinary. 

Different identities might need different disciplines, or mediations. 

 

What’s in a name? 

Uzo Aduba didn't always love her name. Her name began as Uzoamaka and she had to change it because 

people refused to pronounce it  – “if people learn to say Tchaikovsky, Dostoevsky, Michelangelo then people 

can learn to say Uzoamaka.” Word. She says “do not ever erase those identifiers that are held in you”.  

My name is Gianpaolo, they refuse to pronounce it and make me John-Paul. If they can say “cappuccino” they 

can say “Gianpaolo.” 

What does Gianpaolo hold? The name that no-one could be bothered to pronounce?  

Gianpaolo holds my Grandfathers. It’s made up of an Italian Gianni and a Dutch Paul.  And it is given Italian 

form. 

And with that form it excludes my White Dutch South African Granddaddy Paul - pot smoking activist loving a 

black woman against all the odds and holding out against the approbation thrown his way for walking down 

that ladder to live in poverty and love. Paolo makes of him a white European, not a white citizen of Africa 

rebelling against the laws of his country. What does John-Paul hold? It holds a hyphen for starters. It keeps a 

Paul from a rich Dutch family but elevates him to Frenchness and it turns a peasant Gianni into a John, a 

common name, but hyphenates it into cultural classiness. I am not John-Paul, but the name has served me well 

and I have worn it well. It’s all in the name. But as the hyphen connects my two grandfathers, and as I am 

saddled with the paternal surname I lose maternal lines. The Italian disappeared but the South African strong in 
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my being – the maternal Africa. The slave name, Africa, in my grand-mother’s story. The Dutch paternal 

genealogy is easily traced – Kleinpenning – the half penny given to traders passing through the sluice gates of 

the canals. It’s the history of money changing hands and being noted in accounts. But the accounts of Africa are 

lost, erased. By the Dutch, the British. So here I am, John-Paul the British with a French sounding name, part 

Dutch, living in Sweden.  

Gianpaolo – a passport name, an official identity, and a social John-Paul, the artist known as John-Paul. 

Different entities? An autobiography needs a name. Whose story am I telling? 

This is what is left out in the ethics of translation. Of who gets to write the story, keep the accounts, give an 

account. Who is to be held accountable for the truth of this story? Or for the word count. Do the numbers, they 

say, add it up, add it all up they say of slavery, of the holocaust. Sometimes an account is really a question of 

counting, which also means mattering. Making something matter, making it count. Which always means there 

is something else that DOES NOT count. 

What’s in my name? 

My signature starts with an eruption - a voluminous ‘G’ gulping up space with looping ‘l’s and ‘p’s dipping and 

dovetailing with apple ‘a’s and supple ‘o’s. The ‘Z’ is a baroque Zorro of a letter curling back through itself, 

almost like a number ‘2’ with a slash through. Which leaves “accarini” a worm with two dots and no semblance 

of letters. 

“Why don’t you write your last name, why just the first?” my mother asks. 

“I don’t care about my last name.” 

“But it’s your name! You’ll give it to your son…I mean…child.” 

“Hmmm….” 

 

What’s been left out in this accountancy of names are the grandmothers. 

They are erased. 

We put them into the unconscious – that place where we put things we can’t explain – what we cannot 

account for. And so my maternal line emerges, as the unconscious does in the symptom, in acting out, in my 

art, in the troubling dream. The fuller the unconscious is of the discarded, the more pressure it exerts on the 

defence mechanism called identity, the more it bangs on the door of the cellar and yells obscenities that can be 

heard in the living room where you are having a classy cup of tea. Norman Bates puts his mother in the cellar 

because she has been berating him too much, calling him fruity, screaming from the top floor. Top floor super-

ego, ground floor ego-identity, cellar id, the deepest part of the unconscious 
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Super-ego actually, even if it’s over, super, supervising, is at the crossroads of id and ego. We are aware of our 

conscience, our morals, but half of the super-ego is dipped in the dark ink of the id. That’s why super-ego is 

actually horrific, that’s why we tear ourselves apart trying to satisfy it.  Be better!!! Be more worthwhile. Enjoy 

more! Enjoy less! 

My maternal super-ego emerges when I get irrationally angry with my son over something that I normally 

couldn’t care less about. And then I realize, that it’s my mother getting angry. That it’s her mother getting 

angry with her. She tried to be better than her mother. And I am trying to be better than my mother. 

Gianpaolo and Africa and Class in the cellar, discarded. I do the opposite of Norman Bates. Which is why I don’t 

hear voices. I put Africa in the top room, in the place of the super-ego. I make it my guilt. I make Africa my 

conscience, the thing that calls me worthless, the thing I will never live up to. And in the living room – the face I 

give to the world. Professor, white educated John-Paul, the imposter with the fake name, the posh accent and 

the PhD that did nothing to soothe the imposter complex – passing, playing, faking, making it up, adapting, 

opportunistic, trying not to get found out. That’s identity for me. That’s the one-story perspective. Pretending 

to be in the driver’s seat. When I am really just one of the passengers. 

It’s in the bag. 

After three years in Lacanian analysis I was leaving my penultimate session. I reached into my bag to turn on 

my phone and something did not happen. I did not scrummage through three notebooks, my gym kit, some 

lighters, textbooks, a mouldy apple, some unpaid bills and three letters that had not been posted for weeks. 

What happened was that I dipped my hand into my bag and directly found my phone. 

I smiled. How did that happen? 

Next day, in my last session my analyst commented that it might not just be symptom relief that I had 

experienced and then she said: 

“In years to come when someone asks you how your analysis ends you could say ‘It’s in the bag.’” 

My bag had just what it needed in it. Nothing mouldy, nothing unresolved, no clutter, nothing unnecessary that 

I was heaving around London all day. 

My unconscious was a little emptier than before which meant I had gained time and space for things I actually 

wanted to do. It filled up again pretty quick, but I was happy for that moment and what it allowed me to get 

done. 

I had space to make decisions for myself, and I made big decisions, one after another, while I had the chance. A 

momentary Hero writing his own story for a change. But to get to that moment, which was always going to be 

superseded by another chapter, I had to endure telling stories for three years 3 times a week, over and over 

again, from different perspectives, from mine, from her’s, from their’s. I had to tell it from my point of view, 

from under the table, from in the corner, from behind the curtain, through the keyhole, from a mountain, a 
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candle lit window faraway, from generations back and from the future, from a whole range of “this was it” and 

“what ifs”. 

My taut little satchel, containing notebook, pen, phone and keys had not always been so efficient at keeping 

one thing from another. It took three years to turn my bulging sack, badly patched from forever bursting 

inappropriately into other people’s reality, into something as presentable and organized as one story. 
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Links: 
Brother: https://youtu.be/fpRjDSJjd2I 

The Pass: https://youtu.be/bvFDV7uf-BE 

The MixRace MixTape: https://petercoyte.bandcamp.com/album/the-mixrace-mixtape-ep 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://petercoyte.bandcamp.com/album/the-mixrace-mixtape-ep?fbclid=IwAR0cC9FuGOuLtq4CNVSQMBs_IaoVXkgyFIVhdMoHmYR_WsjMqdKsMlI20h4
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